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About This Game

Summary

In From the Depths you can build and take first-person command of battleships, planes, submarines, space ships, hot air
balloons and more! The game contains a wide range of single player content including:

A creative mode allowing you to push your designs to the limit and ensure the total annihilation of your opponents.

A strategic campaign waged over hundreds of islands against eight unique factions.

A Story Mode where you can play missions as each of the eight factions - a fantastic mixture of strategy, design and wild
battles! Defend your fleet against waves of enemy forces in a series of extremely tough challenges.

Adventure mode where you start on a raft and must build up your fleet and travel a dangerous universe fighting or
running from enemy fleets

As well as a wide range of multiplayer content

 Design with your friends in co-op designer
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 Play a range of adversarial modes

 Play the entire single player campaign together in co-op

Key Features

Design and build your fleet, fortresses and structures however you want. There are currently over 1000 unique
components blocks, not including 38 different components for making missiles, torpedoes, depth charges and bombs and
34 different components for making the ultimate cannon shell!

The sky's the limit, you can equip your vehicle with cannons, lasers, mines, bombs, missiles, torpedoes, propellers,
rudders, jet engines, wings, hydrofoils, hot air balloons, anchors, fire control computers, blueprint spawners, repair bots,
air pumps, automated control blocks and many, many more!

Realistic physics - every block destroyed or added affects the vehicle's functionality, physics and control. Drag, inertia
tensors, buoyancy and sealed compartments are all updated based on the design of your vehicle and the damage
sustained.

Be part of a fantastic community with new releases made on average once a week. Community organised challenges and
blueprint sharing make it an extremely friendly place to hang out!

Loads of single player and multiplayer content in which to use your designs (campaigns, co-op campaigns, missions,
adventures)

 Design your own planets/campaigns/missions/multiplayer maps using the planet editor or add your own mods easily
using a fully integrated modding interface

Customizable Components

 Play a range of adversarial modes

 Play the entire single player campaign together in co-op

Key Features

Design and build your fleet, fortresses and structures however you want. There are currently over 1000 unique
components blocks, not including 38 different components for making missiles, torpedoes, depth charges and bombs and
34 different components for making the ultimate cannon shell!

The sky's the limit, you can equip your vehicle with cannons, lasers, mines, bombs, missiles, torpedoes, propellers,
rudders, jet engines, wings, hydrofoils, hot air balloons, anchors, fire control computers, blueprint spawners, repair bots,
air pumps, automated control blocks and many, many more!

Realistic physics - every block destroyed or added affects the vehicle's functionality, physics and control. Drag, inertia
tensors, buoyancy and sealed compartments are all updated based on the design of your vehicle and the damage
sustained.

Be part of a fantastic community with new releases made on average once a week. Community organised challenges and
blueprint sharing make it an extremely friendly place to hang out!

Loads of single player and multiplayer content in which to use your designs (campaigns, co-op campaigns, missions,
adventures)

 Design your own planets/campaigns/missions/multiplayer maps using the planet editor or add your own mods easily
using a fully integrated modding interface

Customizable Components
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The customizable components in From the Depths allow a unique level of engineering customization:

Design custom missiles, bombs, depth charges and torpedoes by combining various warheads types, fuse types, IR
seekers, laser beam riders, laser designators, thrusters, navigation algorithms, fuel pods, sonar seekers, buoyancy
compartments and propellers, to deliver a truly bespoke weapon.

Design custom cannons by combining four different barrel types and lengths with auto-loaders, warhead types, ammo
boxes and auxiliary components to create everything from AA cannons to howitzers.

Design custom AI by combing an AI mainframe with 'AI cards' slotted into motherboard blocks. Add radar detection,
laser detection and tracking and local weapon controllers to give partial or full control to AI. Create anything from a
fully AI controlled aircraft carrier to a battery powered drone.

Design custom engines using crank shafts, cylinders, carburetors, super chargers, exhausts and fuel injectors. Electric
engines, generators and chargers are also available for backup power supplies and drones.

Similar systems exist for the creation of anti-vehicle and anti-missile lasers, drills that can cut even the largest of
battleships in half, Particle Cannons, Jet engines, Oil refineries and more
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Title: From the Depths
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Brilliant Skies Ltd.
Publisher:
Brilliant Skies Ltd.
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.0 GHz (or AMD equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Intel HD Graphics 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® compatible on-board

Additional Notes: Steam connection required to play the game

English
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- Bad User Interface
- Bad Particle Effect
- Bad Concept Art & Design (Look at Dante' and Captain America Face)
- Noob Fighting System and Command
- Good Characters & Stories
- We need Japanese voice for Capcom Characters

and We need Ultimate Marvel vs Capcom : Infinite

"\u0e2b\u0e48\u0e27\u0e22\u0e0a\u0e34\u0e1a\u0e2b\u0e32\u0e22". My favorite childhood game that I've played for years
and glad I had enough to buy it and play this again. Good memories I've had in this game.. Simple and fun
Didn't play much, but incredibly entertaining

Brilliant idea to create rock/paper/scissors game with lots of contents
Will continue the play the game again!

. Love this game and found my boi quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥in it. <3. Although I have only played a short while on this game it is very
cute and like loads of other people have said it has potential, though having a drifting system like Sonic and All-stars Racing
Transformed would be cool, other than that I have only found 1 real bug n that is that Xbox360 controller controls are abit
buggy, the only visual disadvantages is the game does not currently support 4K (2160P) resolution, other than those, it is a
thoroughly enjoyable game and very cute, kitty cat \ud83d\udc08 cute and Free Roam, could be a suggestion but they could in
the future make a large map with a city and country side and places to explore and hidden Scout mice to find and missile
doggies, so yes recommend this game \ud83d\ude0e
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The musics are so good. High quality and good format too.. You run around town breaking into buildings and licking everything.
So basically just any normal day for me.. A charming, albeit a bit short game that definitly deservers more recognition. The
voice recordings sometimes sound a bit off, but that's probably because it was a low budget production. The drawings, music
and story are beautiful. Well done :). A pretty good detective game with pretty good story. Not too long aswell. Great gameplay
and decent graphics for that time. Get it on sale for sure!. this game tilts me more then league of legends, love it.

10/10
must play at least once. Got soft-locked near the starting area.
The solutions provided by devs didn't work, they also said the bug isn't their problem.... Bad dialogue, bad English, bad story,
bad music, bad eventing, bad mapping. Actually, the mapping is so bad that the game cannot be continued at a certain point
because the creator accidentally blocked all pathways. Oops.

I presume this is the work of some 12-year-old who put all his heart into it, so I'm not going to refund and perhaps make him a
happy day. But how this ended up on Steam in the first place is beyond me.
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